Based on the calculation formulas of confidence intervals for different medical indexes, in this paper, by using the backward-deduction method of mathematics and combining with the knowledge of mathematical statistics, a method of obtaining the accurate p value from the confidence interval is given.
Introduction
At present, confidence intervals are the most commonly used in evidence-based medicine, which are mainly used to estimate population parameters and hypothesis tests [1] . So we can make a hypothesis test based on a confidence interval in evidence-based medicine. From the point of mathematical statistics, this lacks specific p value to support conclusions, so the results obtained are not convincing. However, D.Y. Kang, J.L. Wang, Q. Hong, G.J. Liu in the paper [2] put forward the accurate expression of statistical results in EBM that should inclu-de p values and confidence intervals; S.P. Du researched the relationship between the interval estimation and the hypothesis test, also put forward that two methods differ in their respective application [3] ; G. Altman and J. Martin Bland, in view of this situation which most scholars only present the confidence interval for the index, show a method that a confidence interval can be used to calculate an approximate p value [4] . Therefore, a method to obtain the accurate p value from the confidence interval is worth our research and improvement. It is convenient for readers to obtain more accurate information when reading the medical literature. Then, this method is outlined below in which we have distinguished three cases.
I. Known a CI for RR or OR
The approximately normal method is used to calculate confidence intervals for medical indexes [5] . Confidence intervals for the relative risk and the odds ratio [6] are shown in Table 1 . Table 1 The calculation formula
The index
The confidence interval RR OR If we can know a   1 confidence interval   U L  , for RR or OR, following the formula below, we can derive a p value [7] :
is needed to look up the statistical tables for the normal distribution.
Ⅱ. Known a CI for population mean 
When calculating the confidence interval for the population mean, we should pay attention to use the t distribution principle or the normal distribution principle. The situation is divided into two categories, as shown in Table 2 . 
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Suppose we want to test
For the first case, following the formula below, we can derive a p value :
is needed to look up the statistical tables for the t distribution.
For the second case
. Known a CI for population ratio p If the sample size n is large enough and np , ) 1 ( p np  are greater than 5, based on the approximately normal method, this case is the same with the second case of population mean. 
Following the formula below we can derive a p value:
Ⅳ. Summary
At present, the articles about evidence-based medicine are more likely to report confidence intervals, and sometimes report the two together and sometimes simply ignore the p value. There are prone to make two mistakes:
First, because confidence intervals do not provide accurate probability values, the statistical significance of the difference cannot be quantified; Second, it is prone to wrong conclusions. If the 95% trusted upper and lower bounds for RR are less than 1, but are close to 1, at this point can still be statistically significant. However, the p value is very close to 0.05, and from the point of mathematical statistics, we should not be able to determine the result. Without obtaining the original data, according to the confidence interval for the research indicator, calculating accurate p values, so in different significance levels, we can determine whether there is a statistically significant and difference degree.
